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ON SIMPLE AND SUBTLE PROPERTIESOF NEUTRINOS� ��Peter MinkowskiInstitute for Theoretial Physis, University of BernCH-3012 Bern, Switzerlande-mail: mink�itp.unibe.h(Reeived May 21, 2001)Neutrino �avors, light and heavy, are disussed in their interdependenewithin the minimal unifying gauge group of SO10. The general situationwhih exludes the existene of an exat symmetry from whih exatly van-ishing light neutrino masses would follow is disussed. Subtle and simpleonsequenes for `low�low' osillation phenomena are presented in a generalframework.PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 14.60.Pq1. SO10 extension of the standard model: (�N ) _(J)In the title above the label _ denotes, for _ = 1; 2, the two left-hiralomponents of the spin 1/2 �elds � and N , respetively.The label (J), for J = 1; 2; 3, denotes family number. So we de�ne the(minimal) fermioni extension of the three standard model fermion familiesto three families of 16-representations of SO10 :ffg _(J) = 8<: u1; 2; 3; �e �� Ne ; û1; 2; 3d1; 2; 3; e� ��� ê+ ; d̂1; 2; 3 9=; _(J) : (1)Under the standard model gauge group SU3 � SU2L � U1Y the fermion�avors in Eq. (1) transform as� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001.�� We thank the Shweizerishe Nationalfonds for his support.(1935)



1936 P. Minkowski( u1; 2; 3d1; 2; 3 ) = �3; 2; 16� ; ( �ee� ) = �1; 2; �12� ;Ne = ( 1; 1; 0 ) ; ê+ = ( 1; 1; 1 ) ;�û1; 2; 3	 = � 3; 1; �23� ; nd̂1; 2; 3o = � 3; 1; 13 �: (2)We ask as a guiding question whether the assoiated B�L (Baryon number�Lepton number) harge with quantum numbers( 13 ; 13 ; 13 ; �1 �� +1;�13 ; �13 ; �1313 ; 13 ; 13 ; �1 �� +1 ; �13 ; �13 ; �13 ) (3)an be onserved � if not gauged � in the limit mN (J) !1. The limit ofin�nite mass for the (standard model gauge group) singlet neutrino �avorsNe(j) implies a Majorana mass matrix of the formHm = 12 mNJJ 0N _JN _J 0 + h..;mNJJ 0 = mNJ 0J !MJJ 0 ; M !1 : (4)Apart from being symmetri the mass matrix mN in Eq. (4) is omplex gen-eral and the physial masses in the in�nite mass limit involve the eigenvaluesof the assoiated Hermitian matries (mmy)1=2 and (equivalently) (mym)1=2.Inluding the N(J) �avors (before taking the in�nite mass limit) the B�Lurrent is of vetorial form. In a hiral basis this amounts to a mathingnumber of positive and negative eigenvalues of the B�L harge as exhibitedin Eq. (3) : jB�L (16)� =XJ 16Xr (B�L)r f��r(J)��� _f _r(J): (5)For �nite masses mNJ the B�L urrent is broken by these masses, but inthe in�nite mass limit the remaining (45) �avors are onstrained to form ahiral urrent: jB�L (15)� =XJ 15Xr (B�L)r f��r(J)��� _f _r(J): (6)This redued hiral urrent (jB�L(15)� in Eq. (6)) develops a gravitationalanomaly and thus fails to be onserved in a gravitational environment:D�jB�L (15)� = 31 (spin)p1 (R) = 3A1 (R) ;1 (spin) = � 124 : (7)



On Simple and Subtle Properties of Neutrinos 1937In Eq. (7) D� denotes the ovariant derivative with respet to the vierbein.Sine the urrent is equivalent to an antisymmetri 3-form (in four dimen-sions) the divergene does not involve the vierbein or the metri and thusthe right hand side of Eq. (7) neessarily de�nes a topologial 4-form. This4-form de�nes, apart from the overall fator 3, the Hirzebruh�Atiyah indexform. The integral of this form yields the hiral topologial invariant of the(full) Dira operator pertaining to the urvature 2-form of the metri (orvierbein).It is also referred to as A genus in the (mathematial) literature andextends to any (Eulidean (ompat)) spae with dimension dividable by 4:dn = 4n. The oe�ient n(spin) gives the relation between the Hirzebruh�Atiyah and Pontryagin lasses in dn = 4n dimensions. The latter are gener-ially (for all n simultaneously) de�ned through the relationsRab = 12� 12dx� ^ dx� (Rab )�� ;Det (1� �R) = Xn �2npn (R) ;p1 = 116�2Rab�� eRb��a ; eRb � �a = 12"���� (Rab )�� ;p2 = �14trR4 + 18 �trR2�2 ; � � � (8)with A(R;�) = Det 0� � 12 Rsin �� 12 R� 1A =Xn �2n n(R)1 = � 124 p1 ; 2 = 127 32 5 ��4p2 + 7p21� ; � � � : (9)� The lasses (Hirzebruh�Atiyah and Pontryagin lasses) are simple.� The relations are obvious but not learly simple.� The onsequene is subtle : There does not exist any exat symmetry,whih is neessary to maintain exatly massless neutrino �avors. Thisis so even if the overall (6 hiral �avor) neutrino mass matrix wouldexatly onserve B�L.In order to have exat B�L symmetry the six hiral neutrino �avors haveto ombine into triply doubled (Dira) pairs with equal overall B�L quantumnumbers : f�Ag(J) = 0� "�� (N _�)�(J)� _(J) 1A ; A = 1; � � � ; 4 ;A = 1; 2$ � = 1; 2 ; A = 3; 4$ _ = 1; 2 (10)



1938 P. Minkowskiwith a B�L onserving mass matrix of the form equivalent to the ase of(eletrially) harged �avors:H�;Nm = m�;NJJ 0 �J 12(1 + 5 L)�J 0 + h.. ;5 L = �5R = i0 1 2 3 : (11)The redued mass matrix m�;NJJ 0 is an unrestrited omplex 3 by 3 matrix.The physial masses are the eigenvalues of the Hermitian (nonnegative) om-bination �m�;Nmy�;N�1=2. While in the above situation B�L is exatly on-served and therefore not gauged, three arbitrary neutrino masses are allowed.Using the (Dira doubled) �eld variables f�Ag(J) as de�ned in Eqs. (10)and (11) the onserved B�L urrent is given byjB�L (16)� =XJ 0BBB� 13 Pq=u; d ;  q(J)�q(J)��(J)� �(J)�e(J)�e(J) 1CCCA : (12)A simpler form of the subtle onsequene just outlined is: there is no neutrino�avor with exatly vanishing mass [1℄ 1.It is mandatory to mention here, whih type of sometimes taitly as-sumed onsequene(s) do not follow from this onsequene but rather on-stitute just a logial possibility :� Neutrino �avors ome in (Dira) doubled ( B�L ) onserving and massdegenerate pairs.� The mixing matrix of the observed three light neutrino �avors is ex-atly unitary. 2. The atual SO10 senarioAny extension of the Standard Model, whih on the level of the gaugegroup ontains SO10 (irrespetive of whether this extension ontains super-symmetry or not) leads to several simple onsequenes:� B�L as well as all other leptoni numbers are broken (spontaneously).� The minimum of neutrino �avors is six, and any mass degeneray ofthese six �avors is aidental.1 The diploma thesis ited ontains ommon work with P.M.



On Simple and Subtle Properties of Neutrinos 1939� The mixing matrix of any three out of the six neutrino �avors is notunitary.� The number of real CP violating parameters, assoiated just with themass matrix of the minimally six neutrino �avors is 15. These are allobservable, albeit with variable sensitivity at (relatively) low energies.A simple phenomenologial exursionLet us `�x ideas' with respet to the three light neutrino �avors, and restrit-ing the assumed heavy ones to three, assuming hierarhial masses [2℄2:�m�;N	 = fm1;2;3; M 1;2;3g ;M1;2;3 � 1 GeV ; m1;2;3 � 1 GeV ;m3 � m2 > or � m1 ; �2ij = m2i �m2j ;�232 = 3� 10�3 eV2 ; to be modi�ed eventually ;�32 = 0:055 eV = 632ÆK ;�221 = 3:5� 10�5 eV2 ; to be modi�ed eventually ;�21 = 0:0059 eV = 68:5ÆK : (13)This yields, reemphasizing the elimination by assumption of a ommon massfor the three light neutrino �avors muh larger than the mass di�erenesm3 ' 0:055 eV = 632Æ K ;m2 ' 0:0059 eV = 68:5Æ K ;m1 >< 2Æ K : (14)Then the mass eigenstates 3 and 2 onstitute hot dark matter at the time ofnuleosynthesis but old today, whereas the lightest neutrino �avor 1 maybe still in relativisti (mean) motion today. The general (� ; N ) mass termis of the formH�;Nm = 12 � _Æi " _ _ÆMik� _k + h.. ; Mik =Mki ;i; k = 1; � � � ; 3 +Nh ; r = k � 3 = 1; � � � ; Nh ; " _ _ÆN _Ær = N _ r ;M =  0 �T� M ! : (15)In Eq. (15) we generalize toNh � 3 heavy neutrino �avors, while the minimalSO10 senario has Nh = 3.2 The ited paper gives an extensive phenomenologial review.



1940 P. MinkowskiThe mass matrixM is ompatible with the so extended standard modelrenormalizability onditions, provided the NH�3 matrix � and its transposeare generated through Yukawa ouplings of one or several eletroweak salardoublets. �LY = g(�)ki N _ k�3 ��0(�) ; ��(�)��� �i _e�i _ �+ h.. ;i = 1; 2; 3 ; k = 4; � � � ; 3 +Nh ; � = 1; � � � ; ns ;�ki = g(�)ki vh(�) ; vh(�) = h
 j�0(�) j
i� (16)In Eq. (16) � numbers salar doublets. For one doublet in the SM or twodoublets in the MSSM the vauum expeted values areSM : ns = 1 ; vh(1) ! 1p2v ; v = �GFp2��1=2 ;MSSM : ns = 2 ;0� vh(1) ! 1p2 vuvh(2) ! 0 1A ; vu = sin�v : (17)Generi estimate of light versus heavy �avorsA simple onsequene of the struture ofM as de�ned in Eq. (15) onernsthe absolute value of the determinant, given the assumption that eah (om-plex) eigenvalue of the Nh �Nh matrix M is muh larger in absolute valuethan (the absolute value of) any given element of the Nh � 3 matrix �. Itthen follows for the (omplex) determinant of M :DetM = DetM0 ; M0 =  0 �0 T�0 M 0 !�0 = 0BBBBB� k = 4 �̂11 �̂12 �̂13k = 5 �̂21 �̂22 �̂23k = 6 �̂31 �̂32 �̂33k = 7 0� � � 0k = Nh 0
1CCCCCA ;M 0 = � 03�3 03�303�3 M̂ � ; M̂ = M̂�� ;k; l = �+ 3; �+ 3 = 7; � � � ; Nh (18)In Eq. (18) �̂ is formed from any subset of three out of the Nh (threeomponent-) row vetors of � with maximal rank, whih we generially as-sume to be maximal, i.e. three. For the ase of minimal heavy neutrino�avors Nh = 3, we have simply �̂ = � and M̂ ! 1.



On Simple and Subtle Properties of Neutrinos 1941Modulo simple permutations aording to the subset of three row vetors in� hosen to form �̂, the Nh � 3�Nh � 3 matrix M̂ is of the formM̂�� = 24 M�� + �L(i)� M(i)� + �$ ��+L(i)� M(i)(j)L(j)� 35 ;jL(i)� j = O(1) ; (i); (j) = 1; 2; 3 : (19)Exept for non-generi matries � and M the eigenvalues of M̂ (Nh � 3in number) are of the same order of magnitude that those of M (Nh innumber).From the struture ofM0 in Eq. (18) it followsjDetMj =  3Yi mi!  NhYJ MJ!= jDet3�3 �̂j2jDetNh�3�Nh�3 M̂ j : (20)In Eq. (20) (extending Eq. (13)) M1 ; � � � ; MNh denote the masses of theheavy �avors. The above simple relations are known as `sea�saw' mehanism[3℄. Introduing the geometri mean (nonnegative) masses3Yi mi = m3light ; NhYJ MJ =MNhheavyjDet3�3�̂j = �3 ; jDetNh�3�Nh�3M̂ j =MNh�3 (21)the relation in Eq. (20) takes the formmlightMheavy = �2� MMheavy�Nh=3�1 : (22)The estimate of the Yukawa indued (doublet-singlet) mass � is derived fromthe simple 16 � 16 � 10 SO10 mass relation evoluted for quark �avors to auni�ation mass Munif � 1016 GeV:� = C� 13(mummt)1=3 � C� 0:35 GeV ; C� = O(1) : (23)



1942 P. MinkowskiLet us measure the geometri mean light neutrino mass mlight in unitsof 10�2 eV. Then the estimate in Eq. (22) takes the formmlight = Klight10�11GeV!Mheavy � 1:2 � 1010GeV�� C�Klight�� MMheavy�Nh=3�1 : (24)For given light neutrino mass (in geometri mean) and given �, Mheavy anbe redued through the ratio M=Mheavy even onsiderably if there are manyheavy neutrino �avors beyond the minimal three. However, this emerges asthe simple onsequene of the light neutrino �avors mixing predominantlyto the heaviest three, while only little to the lighter Nh � 3 ones.I wish to emphasize here that any mass relations inside and outside of aunifying gauge group out of the inreasing sequene SO10< E6 < : : : < E8pannot explain the pattern of light and heavy neutrino �avors. E.g. the massmatrix M remains totally unonstrained within the SM, yet within SO10 ithas the quantum numbers of the 126 irreduible representation. If there existelementary salars transforming as this 126 (omplex) representation theindued struture ofM is intrinsially tied to the symmetries remaining afterthe breakdown of SO10 gauge invariane, beyond the symmetries of the SM.If these symmetries are assoiated with an N = 1 or 2 susy struture againno lear mass relations among the known fermion families arise naturally.On the other hand the mass matrix M an be indued through �nite loope�ets involving e.g. the square of salar 16 representations, but again nodiret struture re�eting this situation on the known fermion families anbe derived. On the other hand the generi ratiomlightMheavy � 10�21 $Mheavy � 107 TeV (25)is a subtle measure of lepton number violation at eletroweak and lower en-ergies, as well as of assoiated CP violation. The generi mass sale Mheavyis well above the assumed SUSY sale � by seven orders of magnitude �if the latter is assumed to be 1 TeV. From this a dangerous enhanementof both CP -violation beyond the CKM matrix and lepton number violationby these seven orders of magnitude indiretly a�et SUSY indued ontribu-tions to all eletri dipole moments (transition dipole moments for neutrinos)inluding the neutron, and diretly the harged leptons, as well as to leptonnumber violating proess like �! e  and �! 3 e.



On Simple and Subtle Properties of Neutrinos 1943This in my opinion augments the neessity to look for a theoretiallyviable explanation of mass and mixing strutures but it must be soughtalong hitherto unexplored paths. Further new phenomena beyond the SMhopefully will give some lues.3. The Majorana equations for �N �avorsIn the following we restrit, for simpliity, the disussion to the threeheavy neutrino �avors . Then the �eld equations for the assoiated hiral�elds � _j ; ��� j j = 1; : : : ; 6 take the form� _j+3 = N _j ; j = 1; 2; 3 ;���j = "�� �� _�j �� ;iD _���� = M � _ ;iD� _� _ = My ��� ;My = M ; M =MT : (26)In Eq. (26) the ovariant derivatives are restrited to gravity.Diagonalization to mass eigenstates � ! �̂It is simple but somewhat involved [4℄ to unitarily diagonalize the 6 by 6matrix M M = UMDUT ; U =  U(11) U(12)U(21) U(22) ! ;MD = diag (m1;2;3;M1;2;3) : (27)In Eq. (27) we break up the 6 by 6 matrix U into 3 by 3 bloks, sineneutrino's prepared in a system whih does not allow for the produtionof heavy neutrino �avors involves only the mass eigen�elds �̂k ; k = 1; 2; 3,whereas again at eletroweak energy sales only (predominantly) the modesof �j ; j = 1; 2; 3 are produed through the eletroweak interations and areinduing a reation downstream the osillation path. We refer to this as`low�low' osillation physis. Eq. (26) beomesiD _� �UT ���� = MD �UT �� _ ;iD� _ �UT �� _ = MD �UT ���� ;�̂n = Umn�m ; m;n = 1; � � � ; 6and for k; l = 1; 2; 3 :



1944 P. Minkowski�k = �U (11)�kl �̂l + �U (12)�kl N̂l;Nk = �U (21)�kl �l + �U (22)�kl N̂l;��k = �U(11)�kl �̂�l + �U(12)�kl N̂ �l ;N �k = �U(21)�kl ��l + �U(22)�kl N̂ �l : (28)`low�low' osillation states and amplitudesFor `low�low' osillations only the 3 by 3 matries U(11) and U (11) are op-erative. First we onsider prodution of a normalized state (without sub-sript (0)) at t = 0 of � type k:�U(11)�kl = Akl ; A = �U0 ;j~p; t = 0; ki(0) = Akl j~p;ml; 0i ;j~p; t = 0; ki(0) = Nk j~p; t = 0; ki ;N2k = �AAy�kk = �2kk ! j~p; t = 0; ki= %kAkl j~p;ml; 0i ; %k = 1Nk : (29)In Eq. (29) we deomposed the matrix U(11) = A into the produt of aHermitian positive matrix � and a unitary (3 by 3) matrix U0. The deviationof � with 0 � � � 1 from unity is of the generi order mlight=Mheavy � 10�21,yet it is one of the subtle properties of neutrino �avor mixing that thisdeviation is at the very origin of the light neutrino masses. This is onlyso, if we assume the generation of these masses through mixing with heavy�avors, as we do here.subtle things:� the normalization %kAkl an be enfored by properly tagging �k uponprodution irrespetive of deay rates, e.g. for �+ ! �+ + �� + n;� spin states, probabilities for heliities�1 : 1� 1� v2 ;+1 : 1� v2 � m2�4E2 :The preise probability of the `wrong' heliity state does depend onthe nature of prodution and deay amplitudes.� to go from neutrino �avors to antineutrino �avors amounts to exhangethe heliities and to substitute A! A.



On Simple and Subtle Properties of Neutrinos 1945Osillation amplitudesWe denote the amplitude of transition from t = 0 to t and from initiallyprodued neutrino �avor k to neutrino �avor k0 by Tk0 k, negleting the`wrong' heliity states, and likewise by ATk0 k the orresponding antineu-trino amplitude. Tk0 k(t) = %k0%k �AUdiag(t)Ay�k0k ;ATk0 k(t) = %k0%k �AUdiag(t)Ay�k0k ;Udiag(t) = diag �e�iE1t; e�iE2t; e�iE3t� ;Ej = qp2 +m2j � p+ 12m2jp : (30)The amplitudes in Eq. (30) desribe osillations in vauo. Matter e�etsmodify A in an energy dependent way. CPT invariane is manifest, whereasT invariane requires A to be real :CPT : (ATk k0(�t))� = Tk0 k(t) ;T : (Tk k0(�t))� = Tk0 k(t) ;and T $ AT ; ! A = A : (31)Counting phasesWe generalize again the ounting of imaginary parameters or equivalently ofomplex phase fators to 3 ! Nh heavy neutrino �avors with n = 3 + Nh.The number of independent imaginary parameters in the mass matrixM ofthe form given in Eq. (15) is#'(M) = 12n(n+ 1)� 6 : (32)The number of phases is 15 for 6 neutrino �avors.4. Conlusions and outlook� The major experimentally aessible features: m1;2;3 and U0 as de�nedin Eq. (29), i.e. light neutrino mass and mixing hopefully will establishthe spei� struture of � �N dynamis.� The subtle and small e�ets: 1) A = �U0 with � 6= 1 and 2) lepton�avor violation in onjuntion with the observation of `wrong' neu-trino heliities or neutrinoless double � deay are in generi situationsexpeted to be very small.



1946 P. Minkowski� CP $ T violating e�ets in the �; � leptoni setor are muh riherthan in the ase of quarks and antiquarks. They are tied to the smallmasses of the light neutrino �avors. Despite this `low' energy obstru-tion it seems to me to be worthwhile to look for these e�ets espeiallyat maximally feasible energies, where light�heavy � ! N transitionsbegin to play a role.� �Weniges ist mehr � � ��.I thank the organizers of the `Epiphany 2001' onferene in Craow,espeially Marek Je»abek, for their warm hospitality. Speial thanks aredue to Sonja Kabana for interesting disussions and suggestions.REFERENCES[1℄ W. Brems, University of Leuven Diploma thesis (1969), unpublished.[2℄ S.M. Bilenky, S. Pasoli, S.T. Petov, hep-ph/0102265.[3℄ M. Gell-Mann, P. Ramond, R. Slansky in Supergravity, eds. D. Freedman,P. van Nieuwenhuizen , North Holland, 1979; T. Yanagida in Pro. Work-shop on Uni�ed Theory and Baryon Number in the Universe, eds. O. Sawada,A. Sugimoto, KEK 1979.[4℄ P. Minkowski, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A11, 1591 (1996).


